All existing image enhancement methods, such as HDR tone mapping, cannot recover A/D quantization losses due to insufficient or excessive lighting, (underflow and overflow problems). The loss of image details due to A/D quantization is complete and it cannot be recovered by traditional image processing methods, but the modern data-driven machine learning approach offers a much needed cure to the problem. In this work we propose a novel approach to restore and enhance images acquired in low and uneven lighting. First, the ill illumination is algorithmically compensated by emulating the effects of artificial supplementary lighting. Then a DCNN trained using only synthetic data recovers the missing detail caused by quantization.
INTRODUCTION
Photographs taken in dark environments or in poor uneven illumination conditions, such as in the night or backlighting, often become illegible due to low intensity, much compressed dynamic range, low contrast, and excessive noises. Nowadays, even mass-marketed digital cameras use high-resolution sensors and large capacity memory, unsatisfactory spatial resolutions and compression artifacts are not problems anymore. But extremely poor lighting, which is beyond users' control and defies autoexposure mechanism, remains a common, uncorrected and yet understudied cause of image quality degradation.
The direct consequence of poor lighting is much compressed dynamic range of the acquired image signal. Existing image enhancement methods can expand the dynamic range via tone mapping, but they are inept to recover quality losses due to the A/D quantization of low amplitude signals. As a result, the tone-mapped images may appear sufficiently bright with good contrast, but finer details are completely erased.
As the non-linear quantization operation is not invertible, the image details erased by the A/D converter, when operating on weak and low dynamic range image signals, cannot be recovered by traditional image processing methods, such as high-pass filtering. The technical challenge in dequantizing images of compressed dynamic range is how to estimate and compensate for the quantization distortions. Up to now little has been done on the above missing data problem of A/D dequantization, leaving consumers' long desire for low light cameras unsatisfied.
In this work we propose a novel approach to restore and enhance images acquired in low and uneven lighting. First, the ill illumination is algorithmically compensated by emulating the effects of artificial supplementary lighting based on an image formation model. The soft light compensation is only an initial step to increase the overall intensity and expand the dynamic range. It is not equivalent to photographing using flash, for the quantization losses incurred in the A/D conversion of low dynamic range images cannot be recovered in this way. Therefore, a subsequent step of the A/D dequantization is required, and this task is particularly suited for the methodology of deep learning, as will be demonstrated by this research.
Deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN) have been recently proven highly successful in image restoration tasks, including superresolution, denoising and inpainting. But as the loss of information due to quantization of low dynamic range images is not in the spatial but pixel value domain, machine learning based A/D dequantization appears to be more difficult than aforementioned other problems of image restoration, and warrants some closer scrutiny.
As in all machine learning methods, the performance of the learnt dequantization neural network primarily depends the quantity and quality of the training data. Using the same physical image formation model for light compensation, we derive an algorithm to generate training images of compressed dynamic range, by degrading corresponding latent images of normal dynamic range (ground truth for supervised learning). The artifacts of the training images closely mimic those caused by poor lighting conditions in real camera shooting. In addition to the good data quality, the generation algorithm is designed in such a way that it can take ubiquitous, widely available JPEG images as input, thus the machine learning for the A/D dequantization task can benefit from practically unlimited amount of training data.
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RELATED WORK
As one of the fundamental problem in computer vision and image processing, image enhancement has been widely used as a key step in many applications such as image classification [1, 2] , image recognition [3, 4] Another popular family of image enhancement algorithms is based on the retinex theory, which explains the color and luminance perception property of human vision system [12] . The most important assumption of retinex theory is that an image can be decomposed to illumination and reflectance. Based on this idea, single-scale retinex (SSR) [13] is designed to estimate the reflectance and output it as an enhanced image. Multi-scale retinex (MSR) [14] extends retinex algorithm using multiple versions of the image on different scales. Both SSR and MSR assume that the illumination image is spatially smooth, which might not be true in real-world scenarios, as a result, the output of these techniques often look unnatural in unevenly illuminated regions. LIME [15] achieves good result by imposing a structure prior on the illumination map. SRIE [16] employs a weighted variational model to estimate both the reflectance and the illumination, and apply this model in manipulating the illumination map. Based on the observation that an inverted low-light image look like an image with haze, dehaze techniques are also used for low-light image enhancement [17, 18] . The work in [19] is based on statistical modelling of wavelet coefficients of the image.
Most existing low-light image enhancement techniques are model-based rather than data-driven. A recent neural network based attempt is made to identify signal features from lowlight images and brighten images adaptively without overamplifying or saturating the lighter parts in images with a high dynamic range [20] . However, this technique only alleviates the uneven illumination, leaving the problem of quantization unsolved.
PREPARATION OF TRAINING DATA
The proposed technique reduces the quantization artifacts of a enhanced low-light image by using image details learned from other natural images. The effectiveness of our technique, or any machine learning approaches, greatly relies on the availability of a representative and sufficiently large set of training data. In this section, we discuss the methods for collecting and preparing the training images for our technique.
To help the proposed technique identify the quantization artifacts caused by poor illumination in real-world scenarios, ideally, the training algorithm should only use real photographs as the training data. Obtaining a pair of low-light and normal images is easy; we can take two consecutive shots of the same scene using different camera exposure settings. However, it is not easy to keep the pair of images perfectly aligned, especially when the imaged subject, such as a human, is in motion. Another possible solution is to synthesize two images of different brightness from a high dynamic range raw image by simulating all the digital processes in a camera from demosaicing to gamma correction to compression. While image alignment is not a concern using this method, collecting a large number of raw images of various scenes is still a difficult and costly task.
In this research, we employ a simple data synthesis approach that constructs realistic low-light images directly from normal low dynamic range images. As this approach does not require the original image to be raw or high dynamic range, a huge number of images covering various types of scenes are readily available online for training the purposed technique. To show how the data synthesis approach works, we first assume that the formation of an image I on camera can be modelled as the piece-wise product of the illumination image L and the reflectance image R, as follows,
for a pixel at location i.
By the image formation model, if the illumination of the captured scene decreases uniformly from L to aL by a factor of a where a < 1, then the captured image becomes attenuated to aI. However, if an input image J is in JPEG format, as do the majority images available online, J must have been gamma corrected and quantized, i.e.,
where γ 1 is the gamma correction coefficient and
is a quantization operator for some constant q. As image J is not linear to the raw sensor reading I, simply multiplying J by a does not yield an accurate approximation of the corresponding low-light image with light being dimmed by factor a. Moreover, the true sensor reading I cannot be recovered by using inverse gamma correction, as the gamma correction coefficient γ 1 is likely unknown for image J collected online. Suppose J a is a JPEG image captured under dimmed light with factor a, then by the definition of I and J in Eqs. (1) and (2),
where γ 2 is the gamma correction coefficient for the low-light image, which is not necessarily the same as γ 1 . Since J(i) is a quantized version of [I(i)] γ1 as defined in Eq. (2),
where n Q (i) is the quantization noise. Therefore, J a (i) can be formulated as a function of J(i), as follows,
where term n(i) accounts for the overall effects of n Q after being gamma transformed and requantized. Effectively, the low-light image J a is a gamma-corrected, dyanmic range compressed and then quantized version of image J, as modelled in Eq. (6). By reverting the dynamic range compression and gamma correction applied on J a , we get a degraded imageJ with correct exposure but tainted with realistic quantization artifacts,
This is the way to generate a large, high-quality training data set T to facilitate the deep learning method to be introduced next.
QUASI-∞ DEQUANTIZATION WITH GENERATIVE ADVERSARY NEURAL NETWORKS

Design Objective
In order to solve the A/D dequantization problem, the standard method of deep learning is to train a deep convolutional neural network G that minimizes a loss function L G , that is,
where (J,J) is a sample pair drawn from T and accordinglŷ J = G(J) is the input-output mapping of network G. But our problem has its unique characteristics, which need to be reflected by the loss function L G . First, the training image pairs (J,J) ∈ T have a very high level of variability, because we need to generateJ over a sufficiently large range of a γ2 , γ 2 /γ 1 , and n. This is necessary if the trained network G is to avoid the risk of data over fitting and perform robustly in all poor lighting conditions and camera settings. However, the spatial structures of quantization residuals, which is the very information to be recovered by deep learning, are largely independent of the lighting level a and parameters γ 1 and γ 2 . Therefore, we can greatly reduce the variability of the outputs of G and thus improve the performance of the network, by changing the variables of the loss function L G :
In other words, network G learns to predict, fromJ, the quantization residual,
rather than the latent image J directly.
GAN Construction
The next critical design decision is what are suitable quality criteria for the reconstructed imageĴ, which is to guide the construction of network G. For most users, the goals of enhancing poorly exposed images are overall legibility and aesthetics; signal level precision is secondary. This image quality preference is exactly the strength of the adversarial neural networks (GAN). In GAN, two neural networks, one called the generative network G and the other the discriminative network D, contest against each other. In our case, network G is the one stated in Eq. (9). It strives to generate an image G(J) to past the test of being a properly exposed image J that is conducted by network D. On the other hand, network D is trained to discriminate and reject the output images of network G. The two competing networks G and D are constructed as shown in Fig. 1 . The imageJ of poor exposure and compressed dynamic range is fed into the generative network G to be repaired. Network G is trained to predict the quantization residual. Adding this residual to input imageJ yields a restored imageĴ. Then, the restored imageĴ and the latent image J are used to train the discriminative network D. Reciprocally, network D outputs its discriminator result ofJ to help train network G.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , network G is constructed as a deep convolution neural network, to exploit its ability to learn a mapping of high complexity. Our network G contains 16 residual units [3] , each consisting of two convolutional layers, two batch normalization layers [21] and one ReLU activation layers. For the architecture of network D, we borrowed the design of DCGAN [22] . It has four convolution units, each of which has two convolution layers, one with stride 1 and the other with stride 2. They are respectively followed by one batch normalization layer and one leakyRelu activation layer (α = 0.2) [23] . The output of the discriminative network, D(Ĵ) or D(J), can be interpreted as the probability that the underlying image is acquired in proper illumination conditions. Following the idea of Goodfellow et al., we set a discriminative network D, which is optimized in conjunction with G, to solve the following min-max problem:
In practice, for better gradient behavior, we minimize − log D(G(Ĵ)) instead of log(1 − D(G(Ĵ))), as proposed in [24] . This introduces an adversarial term in the loss function of the generator CNN G:
In competition against generator network G, the loss function for training discriminative network D is the binary cross entropy:
Minimizing L drives network G to produce restored images that network D cannot distinguish from properly exposed images. Accompanying the evolution of G, minimizing L D increases the discrimination power of network D.
Quasi-∞ Loss
As observed in [25] [26], adversarial training will drive the reconstruction towards the natural image manifold, producing perceptually agreeable results. However, the generated images are prone to fabricated structures that deviate too much from the ground truth. Particularly in our case, the learnt quantization residuals are to be added onto a base layer image. If these added structures are unrestricted at all, they could cause undesired artifacts, such as halos. To overcome these weaknesses of adversarial training, we introduce a structurepreserving quasi-∞ loss term L ∞ to tighten up the signallevel slack of probability divergence loss terms L D and L .
To construct the loss term L ∞ , we first show that the restored image should be bounded by the degraded imageJ. By the definitions ofJ in Eq. (7) and the low-light image J a in Eq. (6), we have,
Then, by the definition of the quantization operator Q(x) in Eq. (3),
To enforce these inequalities in the proposed neural network, we employ a barrier function in the quasi-l ∞ loss function L ∞ as follows,
where B is the pixel patch used in the training and,
Plotted in Fig. 2 is the quasi-l ∞ loss function. As shown in the figure, the quasi-∞ loss is 0 within the quantization interval, and it increases rapidly once the pixel value falls outside of the interval.
Finally, we combine the adversarial loss and quasi-∞ loss when optimizing the generative network G, namely,
LOCALLY ADAPTIVE ILLUMINATION COMPENSATION
As discussed in Section 3, the proposed DCNN technique learn the pattern of quantization artifacts from dynamic range stretched image patches generated using Eq. (7). Ideally, the proposed technique should work the best if the input image is also stretched by such a simple linear tone mapping. However, linear tone mapping, which adjusts the illumination of an image uniformly, is too restrictive in practice. For any image with a wide dynamic range, such as a photo containing both underexposed and normally exposed regions, linear tone mapping cannot enhance the dark regions sufficiently without saturating the details in the bright regions. Thus, it is necessary to adopt a locally adaptive approach for compensating the illumination of the input image. There are plenty of tone mapping operators that can adjust image brightness locally [27, 28, 29, 30, 31] , but none of these existing techniques fit all the requirements of the proposed approach. For an image with severely underexposed regions, the proposed dequantization neural network needs each of these regions to be stretched as uniformly as possible, just like a uniform increase of illumination as modelled in Eq. (1). Additionally, the tone mapped image should also exhibit good contrast, making local detail more visible to human viewers. Combining these two requirements together results a new formulation for low-light or uneven-light image tone mapping, namely locally adaptive illumination compensation (LAIC) as follows,
where the enhanced imageJ is the variable, and the original low-light image J a is constant to the problem. Operator sgn(·) is the sign function. VariableJ(i) represents the average pixel intensity of imageJ in the neighbourhood D i of pixel i, i.e.,J
Similarly,J a (i) is the local average of J a (i). For a pixel of image I with coordinate (u, v), derivative operator D (I(u, v) ) is defined as follows,
The problem in Eq. (19) optimizes two objectives: the total variation of illumination gain and the local contrast of the enhanced image. Minimizing the total variation of illumination gainJ(i)/J a (i) is to find a solution with piece-wise constant illumination gain. Maximizing the local contrast is to boost the detail of the output image. The importance of the two often conflicting objectives are balanced with a user given Lagrange multiplier λ 2 .
The first constraint of the optimization problem in Eq. (19) is to bound the dynamic range of the enhanced imageJ to [0, 1] . The second constraint is to preserve the rank of each pixel to its local average. For instance, if a pixel of the input image is brighter than the average pixel value in the neighbourhood of the pixel, then the same must also be true in the enhanced output image by this constraint. By preserving the rank in local regions, a method can be perceptually free of many tone mapping artifacts such as Halo and double edge.
This optimization problem is non-convex and difficult to solve directly, however, since the enhanced imageJ preserves the rank between each pixel and its local average,J(i) −J(i) always shares the same sign with J a (i) −J a (i). Thus,
Since J a (i) andJ a (i) are constant to the optimization problem in Eq. (19) , the local contrast term of the objective function is linear. On the other hand, the total variation of illumination gain term can also be reformulate as a linear function. Thus, the objective function of the problem is linear. The local rank preserving constraints in Eq. 19 can also be written as equivalent linear inequalities as follows,
Therefore, this reformulated LAIC problem is a tractable linear program.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, We compare our method with four of the stateof-the-art low-light image enhancement methods: CLAHE [6], OCTM [10], LIME [15] and SRIE [16] . The operation of CLAHE is executed on the V channel of images by first converting it from RGB colorspace to the HSV colorspace and then converting the proposed HSV back to the RGB colorspace. LLNeT [20] is not examined here, as the authors did not make the implementation available for evaluation. We evaluate the tested methods on variety of data, including synthetic images, high dynamic range images and real photographs. Except for the first experiment on the synthetic global low-light images, we firstly enhance the images by LAIC, then restore the quantization residual using our trained network.
Experiments on Synthetic Images
Fig . 3 shows the visual comparison on two synthetic global low light images. The synthetic images are generated from some normally exposed images from standard benchmark dataset BSD500 [32] by compressing their dynamic ranges by the factor a γ2 = 1/30, γ 2 /γ 1 = 1.3. Then random gaussian noise n(µ = 0, σ = 0.25) is added to the images.
As shown by the figure, most tested techniques adjust the lightness and contrast successfully, but only the proposed technique can reduce the quantization artifact and restore some missing details. Fig. 4 shows another experiment on synthetic local lowlight images. Dynamic range of the test images is scaled down by the factor a γ2 = 1/5, γ 2 /γ 1 = 1.5 [15] . In these test results, there are obviously contours in the results from the methods other than the proposed technique, especially in the relative smooth area such as sky and road. Our method, in comparison, works well for the illumination compensation and quantization residual restoration. The test images in Fig. 5 are synthesized from high dynamic range (HDR) images. In this test case, the proposed algorithm still outperforms the compared algorithms, although it has never been trained using this type of synthetic low-light images.
Experiments on Real Photographs
Experiments on synthetic images demonstrates the superiority of the propose method. For real photographs, the proposed algorithm also works well. Fig. 6 shows some examples of real photographs. Comparing the performance of the five methods, CLAHE can effectively increase the illuminance, but often resulting in low contrast. LIME over-enhances the image. OCTM and SRIE performs better, but their results are not so impressive. For better evaluation, we can see the details in the green and red square. Blocking artifacts appears in all the images enhanced by the four other methods, except for our method. Our method also enhance the human face better than the other techniques and restore the license plate to some extent. [9] Chulwoo Lee, Chul Lee, and Chang-Su Kim, "Contrast enhancement based on layered difference representation of 2d histograms," IEEE Transactions on Image Processing, vol. 22, no. 12, pp. 5372-5384, 2013.
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